Raoul Wallenberg
A Story of Courage and Resistance During the Holocaust

“We’re fighting … and that’s the main thing”

photo: Ewa W ymark

Memorial stone in Gothenburg
of Raoul Wallenberg by the
artist Charlotte Gyllenhammar.
The monument was unveiled
in 2007.

In 1944, Raoul Wallenberg saved and protected thousands of Jews in Budapest from abuse at the
hands of the Nazis and members of the Hungarian Arrow Cross Party. People throughout the world
know about his efforts. He is an honorary citizen of three countries. Monuments in his honour have
been built in many cities. Schools, squares and buildings bear the Wallenberg name. The memory of
his historical deeds lives on in books, music and film.
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Who Was Raoul Wallenberg?
Raoul Wallenberg grows up without his
father. His grandfather Gustaf Wallenberg
becomes an important person in his life.
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aoul Gustaf Wallenberg is born on 4 August
1912 in Lidingö close to Stockholm. His father dies of cancer a couple of months before. His mother, Maj, is 21 years old at the
time. Raoul Wallenberg is six when Maj gets
remarried to Fredrik von Dardel. The same year he starts
at primary school. He is seven when his little brother Guy
is born. Two years later they get at sister, Nina.

Raoul Wallenberg has many other interests including
music, film, horse riding, literature and stamp collecting.
His studies in mathematics and German aren’t great to
start with which is why he has to spend the summer of
1925 with a family in Germany. Wallenberg spends summer holidays travelling to England and France. At high
school, he studies Russian alongside English, German
and French.

“Beloved Grandpa...”
An important person in Raoul Wallenberg’s life is his paternal grandfather Gustaf Oscar Wallenberg, the son of
the founder of the Stockholm Private Bank (Stockholms
Enskilda Bank). Gustaf Wallenberg is the Swedish Ambassador in Tokyo and Constantinople (today Istanbul,
Turkey), and despite the distance he takes an interest in his grandson’s upbringing. He wants to prepare
Raoul Wallenberg for a leading position within banking.
The two of them write many long letters to each other.
Raoul Wallenberg often begins his letters with “Beloved
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Raoul Wallenberg grows up
in a wealthy family. By the
age of eleven, he starts at the
New Elementary. The school
Raoul Wallenberg’s
works with modern pedagogical ideas
birth notice.
and teaches foreign languages in addition to Latin. Gymnastics and even fencing feature on the
school timetable, something that Wallenberg enjoys.
Letter from Raoul to grandfather Gustaf dated 22 June 1929:
Beloved Grandpa!
A few minutes ago I received Grandpa’s letter of the 15th of
the same. May I be allowed to offer my thanks for Grandpa’s
good advice regarding my studies and I am happy to be able to
say that I have so far followed roughly the same plan and with
good results.

Grandpa ...” In the summer of 1926, he travels alone as a
14-year-old to his grandparents in Constantinople.
Raoul Wallenberg considers becoming a naval officer
like his father and grandfather but he is colour-blind
and can’t tell the difference between the maritime signal
flags. He then starts dreaming of a career as an international businessman or perhaps as an architect. Although
it is unusual at the time to study in the United States, his
grandfather suggests that Raoul Wallenberg should consider an American university. After his military service,
Wallenberg travels to Ann Arbor in Michigan to study
architecture and gets on well. Already by the end of the
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Raoul Wallenberg
on the bridge over
the Hudson River
(now known as the
George Washington
Bridge) in New York.
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The George
Washington
Bridge.

During his time in
the States, Raoul
Wallenberg goes
on many trips. He
hitchhikes a number
of times and on one
occasion is threatened
and robbed at gunpoint.
Raoul manages to
remain calm despite
such dangerous
circumstances. In a
letter to his mother and
grandfather, Wallenberg
describes how he managed to negotiate with the robbers:
They asked for money and I gave them what I had in my breast
pocket. I also said that I had more in my suitcase. They then
took out an envelope which contained both money but also
some papers and the key to my safe deposit box. I managed to
get back the latter by bluffing. [”The key is a priceless memory
to me, but to you it is worthless”], I said, while not mentioning
that it was the key to my [safe deposit box].
[…]
When they got their money, I thought that it was their
turn to be decent, so I asked them to drive me back to the
highway since it was late and my stuff was heavy. They let
me sit next to the driver and then they loaded my luggage on
top to stop me from moving. By this time they had become
frightened; perhaps because of my calm… Maybe they
thought that I had plans to steer them into an ambush. The
consequence of this was that they suddenly threw me out into
a ditch with my luggage on top of me. I immediately shoved
myself into a bush out of fear that they might fire a farewell
shot at me with the revolver.
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first term he receives the highest possible grade for his
essay entitled “What Does the Idea ‘The United States of
Europe’ Mean?”.
Raoul Wallenberg spends Christmas and the New Year
between 1931 and 1932 with relatives in New York. On
Christmas Day he writes a letter to his grandfather:
I am having a lovely time here and enjoying a pleasant change
from the somewhat repetitious life in Ann Arbor with all the
functions and dances I go to there.
[…]
I have now had the opportunity to form an impression of New
York … A number of the skyscraper districts, in particular that
surrounding Grand Central i.e. between 41th and 52nd St, are
enormous. This is where the new Empire State and Chrysler
Buildings are located which, with their 107 and 72 storeys,
considerably surpass the Woolworth Building … The new
skyscrapers are very beautiful and appear light and graceful.
[…]
I have enjoyed the big city atmosphere tremendously … and
I have learnt more about the true nature of America through
my two weeks here than the whole term in Ann Arbor …

The Trip to California
In the summer of 1934, Raoul Wallenberg plans to go
home but his grandfather thinks that he should get a summer job. Wallenberg struggles to find a job since the US is
still going through a recession. His grandfather then suggests that he travel to California and establish ties with
key people in American business.
After his long trip over the American continent, Raoul
Wallenberg returns to university. His studies go well. During his spare time he goes for walks, cycles, and goes to
concerts and the movies with his friends. He writes to his
grandfather, saying that he is sad that he will soon need to
travel back to Sweden. There are still a number of things
he wants to study; for example air conditioning, hot dog
kiosks, advertising and newspaper techniques. Wallenberg
considers these important skills that may give him better
opportunities on the job market.
At the end of the term Raoul Wallenberg works on a substantial study assignment. He is given the task of planning a residential area for 4 500 inhabitants complete with
two churches, a school, nursery, shops and a fire station.
Wallenberg finds it challenging but interesting. He manages
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very well and is awarded the highest possible grade for his
work, which involves simple four-storey buildings spread
across a park area. In February 1935, Wallenberg ends his
studies and travels back to Stockholm.

classes in bookkeeping and typewriting. When Raoul
Wallenberg leaves Cape Town half a year later, he has
two excellent references that vouch for his superb skills
as an organiser and negotiator with boundless energy.

Work Abroad

Raoul Wallenberg takes up his next internship at a bank
in Haifa, in the British Mandate of Palestine (today known
as Israel). The purpose is for him to learn about banking.
Wallenberg realises fairly quickly that this work doesn’t
inspire him and explains to his grandfather that he would
rather work with architecture.

When Raoul Wallenberg comes home, he starts thinking
about whether he should find work as an architect or get
a job within the Wallenberg family’s banking and business interests. According to his grandfather’s plans, his
time in Stockholm would be short. He wants his grandson
to obtain more international experience and arranges an
internship at an office in South Africa.
Before Raoul Wallenberg leaves Sweden, he drafts a proposal for an outdoor swimming pool in Riddarholmen in
Stockholm. The pool is never built but his sketch receives
both attention and admiration.
Wallenberg arrives in Cape Town at the beginning of
July 1935. He first works with an acquaintance to his
grandfather but soon changes to a Swedish firm trading
in paper, timber and leather. In the evenings he attends

After a couple of months in Haifa it is time for him to return
to Sweden and undergo a month’s military service. When his
month is over, Raoul Wallenberg eagerly awaits the arrival
of his grandfather to Stockholm so that he can be presented
to potential employers, but his grandfather falls ill and cancels the trip. In February 1937 his grandfather comes to
Sweden to receive treatment. A month later, Gustaf Wallenberg dies. It is a tremendous loss for Raoul Wallenberg. He
now looks for work within the Wallenberg family’s various
companies but doesn’t receive a permanent position and has
to make do with various tasks and assignments.
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The final photograph of
Gustaf Wallenberg, taken in
the French city of Nice during
the winter of 1936-1937.

Article from the Swedish newspaper Svenska Dagbladet, 24 April 1935:
“The Riddarsholm bathhouse with historical traditions. The King’s House [the Svea
Court of Appeal on Birger Jarl’s Square in Stockholm] originally had a pool. Raoul
Wallenberg shows the first sketch of the new pool [image to the left].”
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Troubled Times in Europe
With high rates of unemployment, recession and political
tensions in many countries, the 1930s are troubled times for
Europe. In Germany, a right-wing extremist party assumes
power under the leadership of Adolf Hitler.

A worthless
thousand mark
note reissued as a
million mark note.

The Rights of Jews is Restricted
In 1933 there are 500 000 Jews in Germany, i.e. less than
one per cent of the total population. Antisemitism becomes
more and more noticeable within German society. The
NSDAP pass a number of new laws that limit the rights
and economic freedoms of Jews.
According to Nazi ideology, humanity can be divided
up into various “races”. Hitler considers the Germanic
“race” superior to all others, not least Jews and Slavs. He
argues that Germans require “living space” and must
retake regions previously surrendered as well as expand
Germany’s borders.
Many Germans regard Adolf Hitler as a strong leader
and believe that he will re-establish Germany’s greatness. While the party draws more and more supporters,
at the same time, political opponents are arrested and
placed in special camps known as concentration camps.

s o u r c e : B u n d e s a r c h i v, B i l d 10 2- 0 312 6 / C C - BY- SA 3 . 0

After the end of WWI in 1918, Germany loses large
swathes of its territory as a condition of the Treaty
of Versailles. In addition, the Germans are required
to pay substantial damages to the war’s victor nations: Great Britain, France and Russia. During the
1920s, the value of German currency plummets.
As a result, many Germans from the middle class
lose almost all of their assets. After the Wall Street
Crash of 1929, close to six million are forced into
unemployment. Many lose confidence in the
larger established political parties as well as the
principles of democracy. The right-wing extremist National Socialist German Workers’ Party
(NSDAP, also known as the Nazi Party) grows
in popularity. In 1933, the Nazi Party comes to
power under the leadership of Adolf Hitler. He is
supported by many from the middle class.

Election posters for the NSDAP.

Antisemitism
The word antisemitism means prejudice and
hatred against Jews.
Jews in Europe have for centuries suffered
from discrimination and persecution. At the
beginning, hostility was spread by the Christian
Church which accused the Jews of having
murdered Jesus.
Throughout the 1800s and 1900s, antisemitism
became increasingly influenced by nationalist and
racist ideologies. During periods of political and
economic instability, Jews were accused of having
too much influence in society.
The most extreme example of antisemitism is
Nazi Germany’s genocide of approximately six
million Jews during the Second World War.
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Swedish Immigration Policy
After demands
from Swedish and
Swiss authorities,
Germany starts
stamping passports
belonging to Jews
with the letter “J”.

The first state-sponsored institute for racial biology in
Europe is established in 1922 at Uppsala University. Just
like in other countries, people are separated into various
“races”. A law from the 1920s is supposed to “protect the
Swedish workforce” and “maintain the purity of the Swedish race”. The law is used in order to prevent Jews trying to
escape Nazi Germany from immigrating to Sweden.

are deported (transported) to the Auschwitz-Birkenau
extermination camp in 1942, more and more Swedish
diplomats start to realise that Swedish citizenship can
offer Jews protection and therefore they start to act in
order to provide assistance.

Civil servants, as well as people in general, often have a
negative – antisemitic – attitude against the Jews. In
any application for an immigration permit, a person has
to state what “race” they belong to. Both the Office for
Aliens and Swedish Foreign Office wanted to be sure that
any Jews who are given residence permits would only stay
a short while before proceeding onwards to another country.

During the autumn and winter of 1942, Sweden takes in
hundreds of Norwegian Jews who manage to flee across
the border. In the autumn of 1943, Sweden also takes in
7 000 Jewish refugees from Denmark. In October the
same year, it is publicly announced over the radio that
all Jewish refugees who are able to make their way to
Sweden will be let in.

Jewish Refugees Stopped at the Border
When the Nazis assume power in Germany in
1933, many Jews attempt to flee but few countries are willing to receive Jewish refugees. In
1938, a conference is held in Evian in France
where representatives from many of the world’s
countries discuss how to solve “the Jewish refugee problem”. Sweden’s representative, precisely
like those of many other countries, insists that
Sweden cannot take in any Jews at all.
At the beginning of October in 1938, Sweden
and Switzerland demand that Germany start
to stamp passports belonging to Jews with the
letter “J” in order to better identify and turn
away Jews at Swedish and Swiss borders.

Refugee Policy Changes
Up until the outbreak of the Second World War
in 1939, Sweden lets in roughly 3 000 Jewish refugees. In April 1940, Denmark and Norway are
occupied by Germany. After Norwegian Jews

Danish Jews make
it to Sweden having
been rescued by
boat from Nazi
persecution in
occupied Denmark.
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During the first decades of the 20th century
in Europe, people are separated into various
“races”. This view of humanity influences Swedish
immigration policy.

The Outbreak of the Second World War
Germany attacks Poland and the Second World War becomes a reality. Young men in Sweden are
drafted into military service. Raoul Wallenberg is assigned to lead a group in the Home Guard.

T
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he Second World War breaks out on the 1 September 1939. Germany invades Poland from the West
and roughly two weeks later the Soviet Union attacks
from the East. Both superpowers have reached a nonaggression pact in advance whereby they have agreed
to divide Poland between themselves. Great Britain and
France declare war against Germany, but Sweden asserts
its neutrality. A couple of months later, the Soviet Union
invades Finland and in April 1940 German troops invade
and occupy Norway and Denmark.

In the Home Guard

The Swedish Parliament establishes a so-called Home Guard
of voluntary units that can assist the army if Sweden is
drawn into the war. Its role is to organise all men who aren’t
already actively serving in the military. After only a couple
of weeks, 90 000 volunteers have signed up. One of those
engaged in the Home Guard is Raoul Wallenberg. He has
excellent leadership skills and becomes a talented instructor.
Wallenberg teaches weapons handling to the men and emphasises the importance of functioning well as a group.

Works with the Trans-European Trading Company

At the same time as his involvement in the Home Guard,
Raoul Wallenberg continues to look for work. During
the spring of 1941 he becomes acquainted with Koloman
Lauer, a Hungarian Jewish businessman in Stockholm.
Wallenberg starts working at Lauer’s newly established
Trans-European Trading Company towards the end of
the summer. The company is involved in import and
export between Sweden and other European countries.
Just like Nazi Germany, Hungary passed anti-Jewish laws
in 1938. As a Jew, Lauer is therefore unable to conduct
business in his home country. This becomes Wallenberg’s
task. He has made previous trips to Budapest and knows
a number of influential people. In Hungary, just like in
many other countries in Europe, the Wallenberg name is
well-known and his Swedish passport makes it possible
for him to travel freely in the middle of the raging war.
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Sergeant Raoul Wallenberg as a Home Guard instructor.
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Raoul Wallenberg in field uniform.

A leaflet written by Raoul Wallenberg for
Stockholm’s Home Guard which lists fitness
requirements for various units and gives
information about a forced march to take
place on 7 May 1941.
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The Home Guard’s forced march organised by Raoul Wallenberg makes
the news in this article printed the day after the march in the Swedish
newspaper Stockholmstidningen.
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H ist o rical Facts

From Persecution to Murder
During the 1930s, Hungary passes laws that restrict the civil rights of its Jewish population. Led by a
government sympathetic to the Nazis, the country aligns itself with Germany after the outbreak of war.
In March 1944, German troops occupy Hungary.

After 1941, Nazi Germany wants Hungary to cooperate in
implementing the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question”.
But the Hungarian government isn’t prepared to agree to this.

The Occupation of Hungary
The winter of 1943-44 witnesses a worsening situation
for the German Army on the Eastern Front. Germany is
also preoccupied with the impending Allied invasion of
Western Europe. Hungarian leaders begin secretly negotiating with Britain and France about a potential shift
in allegiance. They ask Germany to allow them to recall
troops from the front. Hitler takes action when the Nazi
leadership realises that Hungary wants to stop collaborating with Nazi Germany.

Hungarian Jews carrying out forced labour at the front.

On 18 March 1944, Hungary’s
head of state Admiral Miklós
Horthy is invited to Klessheim
Castle in Saltzburg, Austria
by Adolf Hitler in order to
discuss the military situation.
While talks are underway,
German troops march towards Budapest. The forces
reach the city the next morning and Germany’s occupation of Hungary starts on 19
March. Germans and Nazi
sympathisers are immediately
put into many key state functions. Miklós Horthy is still
officially Hungary’s head of
state but is forced to appoint
a Prime Minister sympathetic
to the Germans.

s o u r c e a n d p h o t o r e p r o d u ct i o n : K a r l G a b o r

Hungary Sides with the Germans
At the outbreak of war and led by head of
state Admiral Miklós Horthy, Hungary
declares neutrality. But a few months
later it aligns itself with Germany. In the
summer of 1941 German troops invade
the Soviet Union despite their leaders Hitler and Stalin
previously agreeing not to attack each other. The Hungarian government decides to send hundreds of thousands of
soldiers to assist the German army on the Eastern Front.
Jewish men are discriminated against and banned from
military service, but tens of thousands are sent to carry
out forced labour at the front.

s o u r c e : Ya d Va s h e m

During the 1930s, Hungary is increasingly influenced economically and politically by Nazi Germany. Laws and regulations similar to Germany’s are passed
governing what the country’s Jewish
population can and can’t do. In the 1939
elections, the newly-established National
Socialist (Nazi) party along with other
smaller fascist (far-right) parties receive
around 25 per cent of the votes.

Two Jews read a notice from the
Nazi occupying powers.
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Anti-Jewish Measures
In the spring of 1944, there are 800 000
Jews in Hungary. The situation for Hungarian Jews has for a long time been dire,
with anti-Jewish laws already being passed
in 1938. Conditions worsen after the German occupation. Adolf Eichmann, a German
SS officer and one of the most crucial key actors
in the persecution of the Jews, is put in charge
in Hungary to organise the deportations (transportations) of the Jews. Eichmann demands
here as elsewhere that Jewish Councils are
formed. They are made responsible for ensuring that the Nazis’ orders are followed,
allowing the Germans to limit their contact
with the Jews.
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H ist o rical Facts

Soon after the occupation, Jews are ordered to wear a sixpointed Star of David on their clothes. As in
other German-occupied countries, other
anti-Jewish measures are put in place.
Jews are forbidden from owning radios,
bicycles or telephones; from travelling
without permission and from changing
address. A number of Jewish leaders are
arrested.
List showing German estimates of the numbers of Jews in
European countries. Judenfrei next to Estonia denotes that
their Jewish population has fled eastward or been murdered.

The “Final Solution to the Jewish Question”
On 1 January 1942, a meeting was held
in Wannsee outside Berlin where senior
Nazi officials reached an agreement on
how to coordinate what they called the
“Final Solution to the Jewish Question”.
The plan, which had likely already been
decided months earlier, was to sweep
through Europe from West to East “with
a fine-toothed comb” to find every Jew.
Even before the Wannsee Conference,
the murder of Jews and Roma had started
with mass shootings, mostly in eastern
Poland. The building of extermination
camps in Chelmno, western Poland,
and Belzec, eastern Poland, had begun
before the Wannsee meeting. Chelmno
started operating in December 1941

and Belzec in March 1942. Two more
camps in the villages of Sobibor and
Treblinka were constructed in the
spring of 1942. All were built for the
sole purpose of quickly murdering as
many people as possible. A handful
were selected for work, but all others
were murdered on arrival. Hundreds of
thousands of Jews were sent by train
from Nazi-occupied countries to the
extermination camps in Poland. Almost
two million people were murdered in
these four camps.
Two camps were built to serve as
both extermination and so-called
concentration camps where people
were imprisoned: Auschwitz-Birkenau

and Majdanek. Auschwitz was
established in 1940 in the Polish town
of Oswiecim. With increasing numbers
of prisoners, the SS (Schutzstaffel,
“Protection Squad”) decided to
build another camp in the village of
Birkenau roughly three kilometres
from Auschwitz. In Birkenau (officially
called Auschwitz II) an extermination
camp with gas chambers was built.
Auschwitz-Birkenau was a combined
work and extermination camp from
early 1942. The gas chambers at
Auschwitz-Birkenau operated until
November 1944. Roughly one million
Jews and twenty thousand Roma were
murdered there.
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Tens of Thousands Deported Daily
Assisted by the Hungarians, the Germans divide Hungary into six zones. Jews are rounded up, put into ghettos and kept separate
from the rest of the population. The ghettos
are placed close to major railway lines. From
there, tens of thousands of people a day are
sent north by train. Within less than two
months, between 15 May and 7 July, around
437 000 Hungarian Jewish men, women and
children have been deported. The vast majority are sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau where
they are gassed immediately upon arrival.
Hungarian Jews are rounded up and put into ghettos.
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A map of Hungary in 1944. Every star denotes a ghetto.

A sign by the entrance
to a Jewish ghetto in
Hungary. It reads:
“Area for Jews.
Christians are
forbidden from
entering the area.”
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H ist o rical Facts

Jews from a Hungarian ghetto awaiting deportation.
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The Jewish ghetto in Munkács, guarded by a Hungarian military policeman.

Hungarian Jews on arrival at the Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination
camp in May 1944. German SS doctors and officers separate the men
from the women. A small number are selected for work.

The Holocaust
The Nazi genocide of Europe’s Jews
during the Second World War between
1939 and 1945. Often written with a
capital H. (Also known as Shoah from
the Hebrew.)

Extermination Camp
A camp built and equipped for the
sole purpose of mass murder. Victims
were most commonly murdered

Those who aren’t selected for work are immediately led away to the gas
chambers.

using gas chambers or gas trucks.
During the Second World War, Nazi
Germany built six extermination
camps situated in occupied Poland.
In the camps, Jews as well as Roma
and other persecuted groups were
murdered. The six extermination
camps were Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor,
Treblinka, Majdanek and AuschwitzBirkenau. The last two also served as
concentration camps.

Concentration Camp
A prison and work camp where
people were kept locked up due to
race, political or religious affiliation,
or sexuality. The first German
concentration camp, Dachau, was
opened in 1933 but thousands of
camps of various types were built
afterwards. Two of these, Majdanek
and Auschwitz-Birkenau, also
functioned as extermination camps.
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The Situation in Budapest Changes
The deportations of Jews from the countryside
are finished. In the capital, Jews are forced to
live in designated houses. Detailed reports
about the Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination
camp start to reach the outside world.
Several world leaders, among them the King of
Sweden, protest over the treatment

A long and winding queue
on Minerva Street outside
the Swedish Embassy in
Budapest.
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of the Hungarian Jews.

T
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he New York Times and the Swedish newspaper Dagens
Nyheter are already reporting about the increasing
threat against Hungarian Jews when Germany occupies
Hungary on 19 March. Many know that Swedish diplomats are prepared to help and protect Jews. Sweden’s
Foreign Office (Utrikesdepartementet, UD) receives letters,
telegrams and telephone calls from abroad with pleas to
help relatives. Hundreds of desperate people queue daily
outside the Embassy on Minerva Street, Budapest. Carl
Ivan Danielsson, Sweden’s Ambassador, and Per Anger,
Secretary of the Swedish Legation, try to help as many as
possible.

Relocation to “Starred Houses”

1944
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The Embassy
of Sweden in
Budapest.
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At the start of June 1944, only a few transports with Jews
from Budapest have been sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau.
Hungary’s government is pushed by Nazi German leaders
to immediately carry out the “Final Solution to the Jewish
Question”. So far, not a single ghetto has been set up in
Budapest. Instead, Jews are given orders to leave their
homes and move to designated houses by 24 June. The
houses are spread out across the city and are marked with
a yellow, six-pointed star.

The lead article in the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter, 1 April 1944,
describing the Jews of Hungary as “the last million” Jews left in Europe.

A house in Budapest marked with a yellow star.
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In order to avoid the inevitable consternation that
a deportation in broad daylight of ¼ million people
will arouse, the likely intention is to at night … arrest
Budapest’s Jews for transfer to [internment] and
deportation.
[…]
With the removal of the capital’s Jews which,
according to the above, is estimated to take three
weeks to complete, the vast majority of these wretched
people will face a terrible fate.
[…]
… children, fragile women and the elderly will
reportedly be deported to the extermination camps in
Auschwitz-Birkenau, near Katowice in Poland.

source: U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum

At the end of June, Sweden’s Ambassador in Budapest,
Carl Ivan Danielsson, writes a report to the Foreign Office
describing the situation of Budapest’s Jews:

Sweden’s Ambassador Carl Ivan
Danielsson

Secretary of the Swedish
Legation Per Anger on the
Swedish Embassy’s rooftop
terrace.

The King of Sweden Protests

The Jewish community in Budapest receives
an eyewitness report in late spring describing how Europe’s Jewish population are being
Th e Roya l
murdered in the Auschwitz-Birkenau exterFor eign Off ice
mination camp. The information isn’t published because of fear that it will lead to panic,
om the King
Re. telegram frad of State
He
but they make sure that the report reaches Horthy,
.
to Hungar y’s
Hungarian Jews
the Hungarian head of state. Around the same
concerning the
time, Horthy receives protests over the treatment
… due to my having been notified of
of the Hungarian Jews from a number of sources, not least
Your government’s thoroughly harsh
Pope Pius XII, US President Franklin D Roosevelt and
and severe measures taken against
King Gustaf V of Sweden. To underline the seriousness
Hungary’s Jewish population, I am
of the matter, the US President consents to an air raid of
permitting myself to turn personally
Budapest on 2 July.
The protests, along with the report and the fact that the
war is beginning to turn, lead to Miklós Horthy ordering the cessation of all deportations (transports) on 7
July. SS officer Adolf Eichmann disobeys the order and
manages to send off a few more transports to AuschwitzBirkenau. But Horthy stands firm by his decision and the
halted transports provide temporary relief for Budapest’s
Jews.

to You in order to request that
You, in the name of humanity, take
measures to save those left of this
wretched race. This appeal to Your
generous heart is founded on my old
friendship for Your country and my
genuine concern for the reputation
of Hungary in the international
community.

King Gustaf V’s telegram to
Hungarian Head of State Miklós Horthy.
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Something Has to Be Done!
After the occupation of Hungary, Jewish organisations, as well as individuals, try to convince the
leaders of Allied countries to do something to save the Hungarian Jews.

D

uring the spring of 1944, Allied nations become increasingly aware of the mass deportation of Hungary’s
Jews. The Jewish community in Sweden carefully monitors developments and forms a special group tasked with
investigating whether someone can be sent to Budapest to
help the Jews.

The War Refugee Board is Formed

Strandvägen in Stockholm. The US Embassy is located in
the same building. By coincidence, one of the Embassy’s
representatives, Iver Olsen, meets Koloman Lauer and asks
him whether he knows anybody who is “trustworthy,
energetic and intelligent” that can be sent to Budapest.
Koloman Lauer talks about Raoul Wallenberg. He mentions that Wallenberg has been to Hungary many times,
speaks many languages and comes from a famous family.

Raoul Wallenberg is Given an Assignment

Many are thus looking for someone who can go to Budapest
and try to help the Jews. The Foreign Office asks Raoul
Wallenberg if he is willing to accept the task. After a few
days thinking about it, he is willing to consider the task.
At the Swedish Embassy, he will report on how events
are unfolding. He will receive a Foreign Office salary and
travel on a diplomatic passport. The War Refugee Board
promises to provide economic resources so that he can
carry out his aid mission.

In January 1944, US President Franklin D Roosevelt
establishes the War Refugee Board. Its mission is to help
Europe’s Jews. The US also asks neutral countries to send
more diplomats to their embassies in Hungary. It is hoped
that the presence of these diplomats will somehow curb
the Nazis’ progress. Sweden’s Foreign Office is willing to
add to their staff in Budapest since they know that a large
number of people are asking for help.

Va s h e m
s o u r c e : Ya d

The Trans-European Trading Company, where Raoul
Wallenberg works alongside Koloman Lauer, is located on

Hungarian Jews forming a queue on
arrival at Auschwitz-Birkenau,
27 May 1944.
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Angelo Rotta (1
872-1965) was
the Pope’s
emissary in Bu
dapest during
the Second
World War. He
saved thousand
Jews by issuin
s of
g baptism cert
ificates and
protec tive pass
ports.

Wallenberg Travels
to Budapest
Raoul Wallenberg arrives at the Swedish Embassy in
Budapest in early July 1944. He immediately starts
organising work which will come to save human lives.
Raoul Wallenberg

O
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n 7 July, Raoul Wallenberg flies from Stockholm to
Berlin. There he meets his sister Nina Lagergren and
her husband Gunnar who is a diplomat at the Swedish
Embassy. Wallenberg takes the night train to Budapest
the day after. He doesn’t carry much luggage, only some
clothes and a list with the names of influential people and
reliable anti-Nazis who he is advised to get in touch with.
There is also a pistol that, he later explains, “is only there
to give me courage”.

Per Anger Welcomes Raoul Wallenberg

Shortly after his arrival, Wallenberg meets the Secretary
of Legation Per Anger who tells him that the deportations
from the countryside are now finished and that Horthy,
the Hungarian head of state, has ruled that no further
transports will take place. Anger expresses his doubts that
the Germans will leave Budapest’s Jews alone.
Per Anger gives Wallenberg an update on the assistance
already provided by the Embassy. He shows him the temporary passports that have been issued to a handful of
Jews with relatives or business contacts in Sweden. This
passport, along with a permit from the Hungarian authorities, exempts the bearer from wearing the yellow star.
He or she is also exempted from obeying the anti-Jewish
legislation in place. The problem is that the temporary
passports can only be issued to people with close connections to Sweden and only in very limited numbers.

The Swedish Red Cross in Budapest

In addition to the Swedish Embassy, Swedish Red Cross
representative Valdemar Langlet and his wife Nina provide substantial aid to save and protect the Jews in Budapest. Langlet issues “protective letters” similar to passports.

A temporary (provisional)
passport issued in
Budapest in 1944.

A diploma from the Swedish Football Association. Using this diploma,
Henrik Todor could show that he had “cultural” ties to Sweden
meaning that he and his family could be issued a temporary passport.

False Hopes

In January 1943, the Germans were urging neutral countries to repatriate their Jewish citizens from Hungary. The
Swedish Embassy sends a request in the middle of June
1944 to the Hungarian authorities for exit permits for 450
Jews with temporary Swedish passports. They promise to
agree to this provided that they are given a list of their
names. Even the Germans at first give permission but later
on refuse to let anyone leave Hungary.

Wallenberg’s First Report

According to Wallenberg’s contract with the Swedish Foreign Office, he is due to stay in Budapest for roughly two
months. Straight upon arrival, Wallenberg starts arranging
meetings with people he knows and to make new contacts.
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Colleagues at the Swedish Embassy in Budapest and the Swedish Red
Cross representative Valdemar Langlet (centre).

Ration Distributions
Flour per month: wheat flour
Rye flour				
Bread per day			
Fat per month			
Oil per month			
Meat per week			
Pork per week			
Sugar per month		
Butter only for non-Jews
Poppy seeds for non-Jews
Rice pudding for non-Jews
Paprika for non-Jews
Eggs for non-Jews

Wallenberg Designs a New Document

At the end of July, the Hungarian authorities announce
that they will no longer recognise the Swedish Embassy’s
so-called protective letters and only accept temporary
passports. So Wallenberg and his colleagues design a
new document: an impressive-looking “protective passport”. They feature the Three Crowns (Sweden’s coat of
arms), an embassy stamp and the signature of Ambassador Danielsson. They also feature serial numbers and a
photo, and attest that the holder is included in a collective
passport (valid for more than one person) for a “journey
home” to Sweden. The following text is included:

For non-Jews

For Jews

2 100g
700g
250g
600g
——
100g
100g
1 400g

2 100g
250g
250g
——
300g
100g
——
300g

Raoul Wallenberg describes the distribution of food rations for
non-Jews and Jews in Budapest.
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Work intensifies at the Embassy. Raoul Wallenberg employs
more staff and rents further rooms in a house on Minerva
Street. He organises sections for reception, registration,

Sou

“The Most Interesting Weeks of My Life”

rep
oto

The Hungarian authorities consent to the Embassy issuing these passports. But the Germans first demand that
the Hungarians must send those tens of thousands of
Jews not under protection to Nazi Germany for forced
labour. By now Wallenberg and most of the others know
that this means that the Jews will be transported to labour
or extermination camps.

or

Until departure, the above person and his property are
under the protection of [the Swedish Embassy] in Budapest.

Raoul Wallenberg’s pocket
diary with notes on the
meetings he planned during
his first week in Budapest.
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Wallenberg stays in touch with Koloman Lauer at the
Trans-European Trading Company. On 17 July, Lauer
writes to Wallenberg with news that the Jewish congregation in Stockholm has promised to take in 200 children.
He appeals to Wallenberg to do all he can to get Lauer’s
niece Susanna, aged 6, a boy aged 11 and another small
girl among this group of children. But the Germans refuse
to let any Jews leave Hungary.

S o u r c e a n d p h o t o r e p r o d u ct i o n : K a r l G a b o r

In the first reports to the Foreign Office, Wallenberg
describes “abhorrent” and “fierce” conditions in the transit
camps and transport hubs. “It is difficult to escape,” he
writes, “since Jews are forced to wear the six-pointed yellow star on outer clothing and are only allowed to be outdoors a few hours a day. Also, they have been deprived of
their money and valuables.” He also describes the distribution of food rations between non-Jews and Jews in
Budapest.
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Raoul Wallenberg by his desk at the
Swedish Embassy in Budapest.

finance, logistics and housing. There are soon forty volunteers working with him. Most of them are Jews who have
received temporary passports and no longer need to wear
the yellow star.
The new documents will offer the same level of protection as the temporary passports. But they can only be
issued to Jews with relatives or established business contacts in Sweden. Wallenberg is careful to fill the forms
in correctly. For example, they must contain the words
“evidence of...” or “I confirm that...” Otherwise they are
useless.
Raoul Wallenberg writes to his mother:
I have experienced here perhaps the most interesting 3-4
weeks of my life… [although] if one looks around, a tragedy

of immense dimensions but days and nights [are filled]
with work…

An Insecure Situation

The Germans want the deportations to resume, but the
Hungarian government won’t cooperate. Hungary’s leaders
realise that Germany is militarily weakened and decide
to dismiss their Nazi-friendly prime minister. A new
government is formed and the situation for Budapest’s
Jews improves somewhat. Still, the new government decides that all Jews between 14 and 70 must register for
“work service”– effectively forced labour.
There are still long queues on Minerva Street. It is probably just a matter of time until the deportations will be
resumed. It also doesn’t seem likely that the Germans will
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On 12 September, Wallenberg informs the Foreign Office
in Stockholm that no further deportations will take place.
The Embassy is still issuing many protective passports,
but Wallenberg believes that their efforts will soon go over
to financial aid and food distribution. Wallenberg believes
that he will soon be able to return to Sweden. Koloman
Lauer lets him know that there is an interesting job waiting for him in Stockholm.
At the end of September, Raoul Wallenberg writes two
final reports to the Foreign Office and Iver Olsen, the
US Embassy Official and the War Refugee Board’s representative in Sweden.

Wallenberg Postpones His Journey Home

PROTECTIVE
PASSPORT
Name:
Place of residence:
Date of birth:
Place of birth:
Height:
Hair colour:
Eye colour:
Signature:

The Royal Swedish Embassy in
Budapest certifies that the above person
will – by the authorisation of the Royal
Swedish Foreign Office – be repatriated
to Sweden. The person in question is
also included in a collective passport.
Until emigration, the above person and
his residence are under the protection of the
Royal Swedish Embassy in Budapest.
   Validity: 14 days after entry into Sweden.

This permit is only valid with a collective passport. Entry visas are only
registered in the collective passport.

Raoul Wallenberg
at his desk with his
colleagues.
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Since the war is still ongoing and the situation for the
Jews still very unclear, Wallenberg postpones his journey
home. Koloman Lauer appeals to him to come home,
but Wallenberg explains that he can’t leave thousands of
people without help.

SOUR C E AND PHO T O REPRODU C T ION : K ARL GABOR

allow Jews with Swedish protective passports to travel to
Sweden. Wallenberg suggests that the Embassy should
get permission to shelter Jews on its premises. He negotiates with the authorities and manages to arrange for the
Embassy to use three houses for a few hundred Jews with
temporary passports.
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State Coup in Hungary
The situation changes drastically on 15 October 1944 when the Arrow Cross Party comes to power.

A

On the morning of 15 October, SS soldiers arrest the son
of the head of state Miklós Horthy. Despite this, Horthy
announces a ceasefire agreement with the Soviet Union.
Later on, however, a new radio announcement from the
Hungarian chief of the army is made urging the troops
to continue fighting alongside the Germans against the
Soviets. A state coup is now inevitable. The Arrow Cross
Party seizes power and violence against Jews immediately increases. Arrow Cross members barge into houses
marked with stars where Jews have been forcibly relocated,
pulling people out and aimlessly shooting.
SS officer Adolf Eichmann can now, with his special commando of approximately 200 experienced men, resume
responsibility for the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question” in Budapest.

SOUR C E : YAD VASHEM

t the start of October 1944, Hungary tries once again
to withdraw from the war and sign a peace treaty
with the Allies. The Germans intervene by providing
members of the Arrow Cross Party (Nyilas, Hungary’s
Nazis) with weapons. Meanwhile, the Soviets cut in ever
closer on Hungary’s eastern frontier.

Ferenc Szalasi (middle), leader of the Arrow Cross Party, with some of
his ministers.
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I firmly wish to warn all Jews and those protecting their
interests that all state authorities have their activities under
surveillance […] I make no [distinction] in this context
between Jews [who belong to] Catholic, Mosaic or Israelite
congregations; I am only speaking about the Jewish race.
I will not recognise the validity of any letters of safe passage
or foreign passports for Hungarian Jews, regardless of who
they are issued by […] we will not tolerate interference by
anyone either in Hungary or abroad. Nobody with Jewish
blood should thus allow himself to believe that he can break
the laws and regulations of the Hungarian state, assisted by
foreigners.

O F S W EDEN

Ambassador Danielsson informs the Foreign Office that
he has received notice from Hungary’s new Nazi government that Swedish passports will no longer be recognised.
On 16 October, the Hungarian Minister of Interior Gábor
Vajna, announces the following on the “Jewish Question”:

“Anarchy… Son’s Fate Made Horthy Desperate, Bodyguards Fought to
the Last Man.”Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter, 21 December 1944.
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At a later meeting at the Hungarian Foreign Office, Wallenberg and Swiss secretary of legation Carl Lutz are told that
their protectees may be granted exit visas if they leave by
15 November at the latest – but only if Sweden and Switzerland recognise the Arrow Cross government. Ambassador Danielsson tells the Foreign Office in Stockholm
that a refusal to recognise them will likely lead the Nazi
Hungarian government to exploit the situation and prevent the Embassy from helping the Jews in Budapest. Yet
Sweden and Switzerland refuse to recognise the new government.
After the Arrow Cross government’s ploy, Wallenberg attempts all possible means to arrange travel for Sweden’s

protectees. But neither the Germans nor the Arrow Cross
government has plans to allow the Jews to travel to Sweden.
Wallenberg is finally forced to give up.

From Starred Houses to the International Ghetto

After the coup, the Swedish government and embassy staff
in Budapest begin to realise that they will need to bend
the rules on protective passports to help as many people as
possible. Sweden has officially been given permission by
the Hungarian government to issue 4 500
protective documents.
In reality, there are
far more who now
hold Swedish protective papers or
false “Swedish
documents”.
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Diplomats of neutral countries do what they can for
those under their care. Wallenberg greets new foreign
minister Gábor Kemény who promises that Hungary will,
despite all, respect protective passports issued by neutral
countries.

Despite the ensuing chaos, Wallenberg manages to arrange
a structured system for the “Swedish houses” (the Swedish Embassy’s safe houses) in the International Ghetto.
People in the houses are given responsibility for various
duties such as medical care, finance and food distribution.
Raoul Wallenberg and his colleagues have stockpiled
large quantities of food in advance but, despite this, the
lack of food is one of the biggest issues in the ghetto. Dealing with the sick is another problem.
Some of Wallenberg’s colleagues are given responsibility
for reporting to the Swedish Foreign Office on the particularly brutal abuse of the Jews. A number of reports
describe how people disappear without a trace after being
arrested. He encourages his colleagues to be on standby
around the clock in order to step in whenever needed.
Such interventions allow them to rescue many Jews whose
lives have been threatened by the Arrow Cross soldiers.

Marianne Vaney
– one of Wallenberg’s colleagues:
PHOTO : PRIVAT E

At the start of November, the Arrow Cross government announces that everyone under international protection will
be moved to ghettos. Relocation from the starred houses
to the so-called International Ghetto starts on 12 November and finishes three days later. The area isn’t fenced in
yet but, apart from an hour or so during the day, Jews are
strictly forbidden from leaving their houses.

After 19 October, people
were being stopped in
the streets and taken to
a brick factory outside
Budapest for transport
to Auschwitz. As it was
urgent, I offered to take
protective passports to
those on the list. I was
young and didn’t look
too Jewish. Wallenberg,
who I secretly admired,
asked me anxiously if I
was aware of the risks
involved. The mission was dangerous since I would have
to show my own employee identity card to the guard and
the list with names of those who were to receive protective
passports. I said “yes, yes” without hesitation. Once in
the camp it became unbearable shouting out names and
seeing the hope in their eyes. Many grabbed my hand.
People desperately asked, “am I on the list?” Those who
were went to the “Swedish houses” [the Swedish Embassy’s
safe houses].

SOUR C E : YAD VASHEM

The sign states that the
building is “under the
protection of the Swedish
Embassy”.

A sketch of the International
Ghetto and the protective
houses of the neutral nations.
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Tens of Thousands Forced to March
The Nazis demand that 50 000 Hungarian Jews be sent to Germany to serve as forced labour.
Jews from Budapest are forced to walk to the border between Hungary and Austria.

According to reports reaching the Swedish Embassy,
thousands of people die of exhaustion and hunger during
the march. Those who survive the so-called death march
are sent onwards to Germany.

The Death March to Hegyeshalom

Among the Arrow Cross men is Nándor Batizfalvy, a police
captain who feels that the Arrow Cross government’s policies against the Hungarian Jews are too harsh. Batizfalvy
contacts the Swedish Embassy and diplomats of other neutral countries, informing them of the horrendous conditions along the way to Hegyeshalom.
On 23 November, Raoul Wallenberg, Per Anger and
colleagues travel to the border. With them are a team
of doctors and nurses with food and medicine. Using
persuasion, cunning and audacity, Wallenberg and his
colleagues manage to save a couple of hundred people,
but there are many thousands more for whom they can’t
do anything.
Dr Odon Zinger, one of Wallenberg’s colleagues:
The prisoners were to be deported. We jumped into
Wallenberg’s car. When we got to the camp, he screamed,
“Release the Swedish citizens! How dare you deport [the

The women in the picture are sisters. The
picture to the left was taken before they
were forced to walk to the border station in
Hegyeshalom.

The pictures to the
right were taken after
the death march when
Wallenberg and his
colleagues saved saved
the women.

Swedes]! Sweden is a neutral country that represents
Germany in many countries.” He shouted out names of those
with passports who then lined up behind him. While he was
gathering up their passports he snuck them into my hand
to pass out to others. That day we saved almost six hundred
people with only one hundred passports.

Zvi Eres was fourteen when he was saved from deportation. He tells how the bluffs of Wallenberg and colleagues
saved people:
When we were close to Hegyeshalom, the march’s destination, we saw two men by the side of the road. One of them,
clothed in a long leather coat and fur hat, said that he was
from the Swedish [Embassy] and asked us if we had Swedish
passports. If we didn’t have any, he said, perhaps they had
been taken from us or torn up by the Arrow Cross soldiers?
Our strength was [gone] but we were observant enough to
notice his wink and answered that, yes, that was exactly
what had happened, even though none of us had ever actually had a Swedish “Schutzpass”. He wrote down our names
on a list … everyone on it was then released.
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In 1944 there is a severe labour shortage in Germany. SS
officer Adolf Eichmann reaches an agreement with the
Arrow Cross government to send 50 000 Jews to Germany.
At the start of November, thousands of people, mostly
women and children, are rounded up in the streets of
Budapest. They are sent to a brick factory near the city.
From there they are forced to walk about 200 kilometres
over roughly a week to the border town of Hegyeshalom.
The already exhausted Jews walk without warm clothes
and shoes through mud and snow. They are guarded
throughout by armed Arrow Cross soldiers who beat and
scream at them, shooting those unable to go on.

MUSEUM
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due to receive protective passports. He went with Raoul Wallenberg
to various places where Wallenberg and his colleagues saved people
about to be deported.

T MEMORIAL

Thomas Veres, 21, was a photographer who took pictures of Jews

Thomas Veres:
There were between 10 000 and 15 000 Jews collected from Budapest
and work camps around the city now awaiting deportation at the train
station.
[…]
Wallenberg was there. He set up a little table. I went up to him and he
whispered in my ear, “Thomas, take as many pictures as you can.”
[…]
I had my coat and a scarf on me. I always used to have a pocketknife
on me. I used it to poke a hole in the scarf… Then I stuck the camera
lens through it and started photographing through the scarf. Other
times I sat in the car and took pictures.
[…]
Wallenberg had his black ledger out. “All my people, line up here!”
he shouted. “All you need to do is show me your protective passport.”
He approached the group of “passengers”. “You, yes, I have your name
here. Where are your papers?” The astonished man pulled out a letter.
“Good, next!” Wallenberg had pulled out hundreds of men from the
line when he noticed that the Nazis were starting to run out of
patience. “Back to Budapest everyone!”
he said. And the new
Swedes walked out
from the station to
freedom.

4

Budapest 194

Thomas Veres took the
photo. It has been suggested
that the man negotiating with
the Germans, with clenched
fists behind his back, is
Wallenberg.

SOURCE: T HOMAS V ERES · PHOTO REPRODU CT ION BY K ARL GABOR
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“Struggle Between Life and Death”
The situation in Budapest worsens even
more. A new ghetto is set up.

SOURC E AND PHOTO REPRODU CT ION: K ARL GABOR

At the end of November,
the Arrow Cross government sets up a new
ghetto in central Budapest, in addition to the
International Ghetto, for
those tens of thousands
of Jews not under international protection. The
so-called Central GhetHungarian Jews in the Central Ghetto. to is fenced in by tall
wooden planks and a
wall. The Great Synagogue is located on its edge. There is
a lack of food and water, and the ghetto is overcrowded.
Disease is rife and many people die.

Order from 29
Nove mber 1944.

[The Arro w Cros
s govern ment]
co mm ands all
Je ws wearing th
e yellow star
to move to
[a restricted]
area […] in di
strict VII
in Budapest. [T
his] is a segr
egated area
(ghetto) strict
ly for Je ws, se
pa rate d from
the area where
non-Je ws live.
[…]
Non-Je ws are pr
ohibited from
living in
areas allo cate
d to Je ws and
may not work
there. Fu rtherm
ore, authoritie
s and pu blic
institutions ma
y not have offic
es in these
areas.
In this strugg
le between life
and death,
which will dete
rm ine the futu
re
of the
Hu ngaria n pe op
le for centurie
s
to
co me, we
must all ma ke
sacrifices. The
go
ve
rn
ment is
aware of the ex
traordinar y di
ffi
cu
lt
ie
s that
await the nonJe wish populati
on forced to
move [out from
areas only to
be occupied
by Je ws]. We ho
ld strong hope
s
for a better
futu re, and to
contri bute we
mu
st ma ke this
sacrifice …

Above: Part of the wall still exists today.
Left: Part of the wall surrounding the Central Ghetto,
marked in red.
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Wallenberg’s Last Report
In a report to the Foreign Office in Stockholm, Raoul Wallenberg describes the chaotic situation in
Budapest. The Red Army is about to take the city.

The day after, the Soviet Red Army breaks through the
Germans’ outer line of defence. The city is subjected to ever
harder bombardment. At the Embassy, they are waiting for
the battle for Budapest to be decided. It is unclear if they
will be able to travel home before the city is taken.

Total Chaos

On 14 December, the Swedish Red Cross halt their work
and the Arrow Cross soldiers seize their food and medicine. Attacks against the “Swedish houses” (the Embassy’s
safe houses) occur more often.
Irritation is now growing among the Nazi German leadership. Adolf Eichmann is furious over Raoul Wallenberg
and his work. Ambassador Danielsson tells Stockholm
that Wallenberg’s life may be in danger. On one occasion,
a German truck drives straight into Wallenberg’s car but
luckily he isn’t in it. Despite the increasingly dangerous
situation, Wallenberg continues his mission.
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Wallenberg realises that he won’t be home for Christmas
and signs off with greetings for Christmas and the New
Year. It is to be Wallenberg’s last letter home.

Despite chaotic conditions in Budapest, the Embassy
staff still plan to celebrate Christmas together. But on the
morning of Christmas Eve, the Embassy is attacked by
Arrow Cross soldiers who arrest some of the staff.

a
: N at i o n

The situation is exciting and adventurous; my workload
almost inhuman. Bandits are roaming the city, lashing
out, abusing and shooting people. Only among my staff,
I have had 40 cases of abductions and assault.
[…]
We hear day and night the rumbling of cannon from the
approaching Russians …

More brutal attacks against protected houses and children’s homes occur in the days before Christmas. Representatives of neutral nations leave a joint letter of protest
to Hungary’s secret police and Foreign Office but it doesn’t
help: violence against Jews continues.

Source

O

n 8 December 1944, Wallenberg reports to the Foreign
Office about conditions in Budapest. He also sends
greetings to Koloman Lauer, telling him that he will form
a group to help Jews reclaim plundered property after the
war. The same day he writes to his mother:

“Anarchy and Chaos in Budapest”,
Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter, 21 December 1944.
The article describes chaotic scenes in Budapest and how “exhausted
Jews are being shot on the way to Germany”. The Russians have
completely encircled the city and, in preparation for their imminent
assault, the Germans have built tank traps, dug trenches and erected
canons. The photo shows the ongoing evacuation and a Hungarian
woman receiving instructions from a German officer.
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Raoul Wallenberg’s Last Report
On 8 December 1944, Raoul Wallenberg submits a report to the
Foreign Office in Stockholm. It is to be the last report he ever
sends. In it, he highlights the worsening plight of the Jews as well
as providing an update on his department’s activities.
He gives details of the forced march of 40 000 Jews across 240km
towards Germany. The weather has been terrible, and this has
resulted in many deaths. Many people too weak to go on have also
been brutally shot. Eichmann’s SS Commando seizes those who arrive
at the border with ruthless force.
Wallenberg notes that Jews are being concentrated into a central ghetto
which will “supposedly house 69 000 people but will likely hold more”.
With 4-12 people sharing each room, conditions are cramped and
unsanitary. An epidemic has already broken out. The Jews are destitute,
as they have only been allowed to take what they could carry when they
were forced out of their homes.
There are rumours that an Arrow Cross death brigade is due to carry
out a pogrom but Wallenberg doesn’t believe this will be substantial
since the SS have likely “been given orders not to carry out a systematic
slaughter of Jews”.

Wallenberg notes that his department has grown in size to 335 staff as
well as around 40 doctors. They all live in ten departmental buildings
along with a similar number of family members. Two hospitals have
been established with 150 beds in total. They have also set up a soup
kitchen.
Under the heading “Results Achieved”, Wallenberg notes that they have
managed to issue an order that all Jewish forced labourers with foreign
documents are to be returned to Budapest. So far, 15 000 Jews have
returned.
Wallenberg signs off his report by stating: “Jews with Swedish
protective passports have coped best out of all the protectees of
foreign nations. Only 8–10 are thought to have been shot in Budapest
or its surroundings.”
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Mass Shootings on the Danube
Hungarian Nazis shoot Jews to death in the streets and on the banks of the river.

B
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y the end of September, it is life-threatening to be outdoors in Budapest. Street battles are raging in many
places. Arrow Cross soldiers attack the protected houses of
neutral countries and drive groups of Jews to the banks of
the Danube River. They are lined up and shot in cold blood.
The bodies fall into the icy river. Wallenberg and his colleagues intervene a number of times and save further lives.

Károly Szabó (1916-1964).

SOURCE: WI K IPEDIA C OMMONS | TAMAS SZABO
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Some Hungarians begin to react to the Arrow Cross men’s
brutality. One of them is Károly Szabó. He works at the
Swedish Embassy as a technician. Szabó’s childhood friend
Pál Szalai is at the time a high-ranking police official. By
collaborating with Wallenberg and his colleagues, Szabó
and Szalai can warn others of impending Arrow Cross
attacks. Together with loyal policemen, Szabó and Szalai
even manage to break into the Arrow Cross headquarters
and save Jews previously kidnapped from the “Swedish
houses”.

Pál Szalai (1915-1994).

The International Ghetto is Shut Down

On 2 January 1945, the Arrow Cross government implements a previously issued order to transfer approximately
35 000 Jews from the International Ghetto to the Central
Ghetto. It is a major blow for Raoul Wallenberg and his
colleagues. Everyone knows that driving in food deliveries to the Central Ghetto is hard. Over the following
days Wallenberg protests again and again to the Arrow
Cross government and German military leadership. But
his efforts are in vain.

Memorial plaque to Arrow Cross victims between October 1944
and January 1945. The plaque was unveiled in 2005 and consists of
a permanent installation of shoes cast in iron on the banks of the
Danube River in Budapest.
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Gizella Flamm and Her Sons János and György
Gizella’s son Ferenc Flamm (born 1946):

FL AMM

On the night of 7 January, Hungarian Nazis looking for valuables break in to the Swedish safe
house on 1 Jókai Street. Despite possessing protective passports, those living there are driven out
without even time to put their shoes on.

E
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Among them are my mother and father Gizella and Sándor Flamm as well as my brothers,
maternal grandparents and other relatives. My grandmother suddenly collapses from a brain
haemorrhage. My mother tries to help her but an Arrow Cross threatens to shoot her if she
doesn’t keep walking. She is forced to leave her parents in the snow that night.

PHOTO :

PRIVAT E

The group is first sent to the Arrow Cross headquarters on Városház Street. Most of them are
later murdered on the banks of the Danube River. Somehow my mother, father and brothers
end up in the ghetto where the Red Army liberates them two weeks later.

O F ES T
HER

S C HLESINGER

Esther Schlesinger, Born 1938 in Salgotarjan, Hungary
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There is a
bronze copy of
this protective
passport on
the back of the
Raoul Wallenberg
monument in
London.

My sister and I were taken to a “starred house” on Népszínház Street along
with our maternal aunt. They said that Jews could feel safe there since the
building was under the Swedish Embassy’s protection. It was cramped in the
small apartments.
One rainy night a group of armed Germans and their Hungarian collaborators
turned up to teach us a lesson. A resident of the house had earlier mocked the
Germans, and now we all had to answer for it.
The men trudged in. They indiscriminately beat and shot people. One bullet hit
me in the eye and got stuck there. I was thrown into a pile of people along with
my aunt and cousin, who had also been injured. They assumed that we were
dead. But we were rescued and treated inside the ghetto.
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Above: the bridges over the Danube are blown up.
Left: street battles in Budapest.
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Raoul Disappears
B

Soviet troops take over the area on 13 January.
On 14 January, Wallenberg and Langfelder leave
Benczur Street accompanied by the Soviet military. A message to the Foreign Office in Stockholm arrives three days later announcing that
Soviet authorities have taken Wallenberg under
their protection. However, the Soviet Union’s vice
minister of defence Nikolaj T Bulganin issues an
arrest order the same day:

SOUR C E AND PHO T O REPRODU C T ION : K ARL GABOR

y 10 January the Soviet troops are close to
capturing Budapest and street battles become increasingly fierce. Despite the treacherous situation, Wallenberg visits his colleagues
across the city to see if there is anything further
they can do. On 11 or 12 January, Wallenberg
and his chauffeur Vilmos Langfelder move to the
International Red Cross House on 16 Benczur
Street.

Benczur Street in Budapest.

Raoul Wallenberg, who was found/relocated
in the eastern part of Budapest
on Benczur Street, is to
be arrested and taken to
Moscow. Similar instructions
have been issued to counterespionage SMERSH [Russian
security services tasked with
preventing espionage].

On 17 January, presumably
somewhere on the way to the
Russian headquarters in the
Hungarian town of Debrecen,
Raoul Wallenberg and his driver
Vilmos Langfelder are taken away
by the Soviet Union’s military security services.
SOUR C E AND PHO T O REPRODU C T ION : K ARL GABOR

A telegram from Sweden’s ambassador in Moscow, Staffan Söderblom,
informing Stockholm that the Soviet military authorities have “taken
protective measures” against Raoul Wallenberg.
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What Happened Next?
On 6 February, Raoul Wallenberg is registered

Lubyanka prison
registration card
for Raoul Wallenberg.

as a prisoner in Lubyanka prison in Moscow.
Ambassador Danielsson and other staff
eventually travel home to Sweden; however,
Wallenberg never returns.

What happens after the dramatic days in the
middle of January 1945? What we know with
certainty are the following:
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17 January 1945

Lubyanka
prison in
Moscow.

Wallenberg leaves Budapest under
the “protection” of the Soviet
military.

25 January

Wallenberg is sent to Moscow.

6 February

Wallenberg is registered in
Lubyanka prison and placed in
Cell 121.

8 February

Wallenberg is interrogated in
Lubyanka prison.

Unconfirmed Reports
While Raoul Wallenberg is in prison, Swedish authorities
try to find out what has happened to him. Sweden’s ambassador in Moscow, Staffan Söderblom, informs the
Swedish Foreign Office on 17 January 1945 that Soviet
authorities have told him that Wallenberg was taken under
their protection.

(?) February

Wallenberg writes a letter of
protest over his imprisonment
and, as a Swedish citizen and
diplomat, demands contact with
the Swedish Embassy in Moscow.

6 (?) March

Wallenberg is moved to another cell.

28 April

Wallenberg is interrogated again.

In April, Söderblom meets Ambassador Danielsson who,
along with other embassy staff, has been moved by the Soviet
authorities from Budapest to Moscow. Through him,
Söderblom receives new details that he passes on in a telegram to the Foreign Office on 14 April:

29 May

Wallenberg is moved to Lefortovo
prison.

(?) December

Wallenberg pens a letter in French
to the Soviet Union’s leader Stalin
where he demands contact with
the Swedish Embassy in Moscow.

[Wallenberg] “appears … to have travelled by car to Debrecen
and is feared to have died during the trip. Various theories
exist: car crash (very likely), fatal robbery, Arrow Cross
ambush etc. I fear we may never gain clarity.”

One year later, the Swedish Foreign Ministry is given
details suggesting that Raoul Wallenberg is alive and
likely a prisoner in a Soviet camp. A Swede recently
released from prison in the Soviet Union says that he
met two prisoners who had seen Wallenberg and his
driver Langfelder.

17 July 1946
1 March 1947

11 March 1947

Wallenberg is interrogated again.
Wallenberg goes through a new
interrogation. He is moved back to
Lubyanka prison.
Wallenberg is interrogated a fifth
time.

After this date there are no confirmed details about
Wallenberg’s fate. Research is still ongoing.
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The heading of the
Swedish newspaper
Svenska Dagbladet
reads: “Budapest
Legation have lived
in a cellar in Buda –
Secretary of Legation
missing.”

The Family Refuse to Abandon Hope

During the spring of 1945, the staff of the Swedish Embassy leave Budapest and travel under Soviet surveillance
via Bucharest and Moscow to Sweden. They arrive by ship
the morning of 18 April. Although Wallenberg’s mother,
Maj von Dardel, has been told that he isn’t onboard, she still
stands among the crowd waiting alongside the quay.
Maj and Fredrik von Dardel never give up hope. They
are convinced that Raoul is alive and do all they can to
find out what has happened. In 1947, they receive help
from various organisations who join forces in what becomes known as the Wallenberg Action. A large number
of signatures is collected and handed over to the Soviet
Embassy in Stockholm with a demand that Wallenberg
be released.
Båstad, 26 July 1947

Soviet authorities tell Söderblom’s successor Gunnar
Hägglöf that it is hard to establish whether Raoul Wallenberg is still a prisoner, especially since the Soviet Union
has so many labour camps.
In November 1946, a book by Rudolph Philipp is published presenting the theory that Wallenberg is a prisoner
in the Soviet Union. It ignites debate and the “Wallenberg
Case” is discussed in the Swedish parliament. The government now demands that the Soviets provide answers, but
none are forthcoming.
Over the following years, other witnesses state they have seen
Wallenberg, suggesting he is still alive. Yet Foreign Minister
Östen Undén shows no great interest in investigating these
claims.
On 18 August 1947, the Soviet Union’s Vice Foreign Minister Vyshinsky states:
[Wallenberg is] “unknown to us”. “It remains therefore
to assume that Wallenberg perished during the fighting
in Budapest or was captured by Szalasi’s partisans.”

To Generalissimo Joseph Stalin,

As mother to the Secretary of Legation at the Swedish Mission in Budapest,
Raoul Wallenberg, I am appealing to the mighty ruler of the Soviet Union for help in
getting back my son.
In summary, my son’s fate is as follows. From July 1944 until January 1945,
he fought with all his strength and intelligence against a Nazi terror that wanted
to exterminate the entire Jewish population of Budapest. When Budapest was
liberated by Soviet Union troops, my son was in January 1945 placed under the
protection of Russian military authorities. The Soviet Union’s Foreign Commissariat
officially notified Sweden’s Foreign Office of this on 17 January 1945. In February
the same year, I received confirmation of this wonderful news from Ambassador
Kollontay. Since then, 2½ years have passed without any further news from Soviet
authorities. My faith in the mighty Soviet Union has been so great that, despite my
great concerns, I am convinced that I will see him again.
As I assume that his delayed homecoming has been due to misunderstandings
from subordinate authorities, I now turn to the ruler of the Soviet Union with a
prayer: that my son may return to Sweden and his longing mother.
Yours Sincerely,
(Signed) Maj von Dardel.

On 27 July 1947, Raoul Wallenberg’s mother Maj von Dardel writes a letter
to Joseph Stalin, leader of the Soviet Union. At the request of the Foreign
Office, Sweden’s ambassador in Moscow never forwards the letter.
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Swedish
Newspaper,
19 April
1945

Ten years later, on 6 February 1957, another report arrives
in which Russian authorities state that Wallenberg died
in Lubyanka prison on 17 July 1947 and that his body
was cremated.
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The Post Office
issued a new
stamp in 2012 to
commemorate
the centenary of
Wallenberg’s birth.

When Wallenberg’s parents die in 1979, his siblings Nina
Lagergren and Guy von Dardel continue the campaign
to find out what happened to Raoul. Ten years later, with
the Soviet Union close to collapse, they are invited to
Moscow. There, authorities repeat the claim that Wallenberg died in Lubyanka prison on 17 July 1947. They are
given a lightly-coloured wooden box containing some of
Wallenberg’s personal belongings. Officials explain that
the box was found by chance in an archive.
In 2001, the Swedish government forms yet another inquiry into how the Foreign Office acted. It reveals that
the Foreign Office and War Refugee Board (which originally sent Wallenberg to Budapest) ought to have taken
responsibility for him when his life was at risk. Entitled “A Diplomatic Failure”, the report was published
in 2003. The same year, Prime Minister Göran Persson
apologises to the Wallenbergs for the Swedish government’s failures.

Raoul Wallenberg’s personal belongings were handed over from the Soviet
authorities to his siblings Nina Lagergren and Guy von Dardel in 1989.

There is still no definitive answer about Raoul Wallenberg’s fate. There is still much to examine in Russian archives, yet not all documents are accessible. But, during
the coming years, we might find the truth about what
actually happened to the Swedish diplomat.

Raoul Wallenberg chose to act to help and protect people he didn’t know.
With ingenuity, courage and energy, he succeeded in saving thousands of Jews from Nazi persecution.
He inspired his colleagues and gave hope to people in occupied Budapest.
Raoul Wallenberg’s life and deeds show us that one person’s choices can make a big difference.
That is why he is important to us today.
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